FOCUS Friday

FOCUS on Family Fashion Show

Fashion Challenge
Can you create an outfit using all the colors of the rainbow?
An example of a colorful outfit: One red sock, one orange sock, yellow pants, green shirt, blue hat, purple sunglasses.

Set Up Your Show
No fashion show is complete without a RED CARPET! Use a tablecloth, towel, or blanket to set up your fashion runway.

Go through your closets and pull out color coordinated outfits!

Add your favorite songs to a playlist!

For an added layer, pamper the stars of the show! Powder your nose, style your hair, paint those fingernails, and enjoy a refreshing juice!

Stroll That Runway
Now is the time—Hit play on the music and strut your stuff. Make sure to pose at the end of the runway for a picture! You are a star.

BONUS CHALLENGE
Show off those FOCUS Shirts
If you have participated in FOCUS camps, chances are you have a collection of camp shirts! Show them off in our runway show and at the end of the runway share your favorite activity from that year!

Show off those fancy runway pictures with us on Facebook and/or Instagram: @ComfortHopeFunEquip  #FOCUSFriday

Visit: focus-ga.org

Families show off their shirts from different years at camp!

Each year at FOCUS Camps—participants receive colorful shirts to show off. We love to make shirts that are as bright as our ‘families’ smiles!